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“The most important human activity 

is decision-making, because it is 

through the choices we make  

that we create our lives and  

become ourselves.” 



How to Choose a Doctor; 
whatever happened to patient choice? 
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choosing 



even for doctors,  

choice is difficult 

despite ‘inside knowledge’ 

recommendation & reputation 



healthcare choices 

what  choice of treatment 

who choice of professional 

when choice of appointment time/date 

where choice of provider  



Do you want to? 

Can you? 

How do you? 

Where are the data? 



Is choice important - 

does it matter where you go? 

Over to Neil Bacon! 



It is NOT the same everywhere 

4 x variation 

in getting to a stroke unit in <4h 

good 

bad 



It is NOT the same everywhere 

4 x variation 

in amputation rate in diabetes 

good 

bad 



It is not the same everywhere 

2 x variation 

in colonoscopy rates 

good 

bad 



medicine has mostly functioned  

as a market 

historically, you could see  

who you wanted,  

where you wanted  

as long as you had the money 

in much (most) of the world,  

that is still the case 

http://wellcomeimages.org/indexplus/obf_images/d8/41/eb8eddf38b3a1a0e7bb6aae11138.jpg 



a perfect market  

 

involves well-informed, rational consumers 

acting in their own best interests by 

systematically choosing which goods and 

services to buy, and from whom, in a way that 

maximises their well-being  

(‘happiness’ or ‘utility’) 



in a perfect market  

 

there would be enough providers such that 

competition for consumers would  

force down prices and improve service 



health care is  

not  

a perfect market 



market ‘failure’ in health care 



Dixon, Robertson et al King’s Fund 2010 



choice became political 



“ … the NHS is the very embodiment of Choice: its 

creation extended access to treatment and care to 

millions of people  

who had previously been unable to exercise this 

fundamental lack of choice because of their income.”  

 
Appelby, Harrison, Devlin, What is the real cost of more Patient Choice? Kings Fund, 2003 
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2000 2007 2008 

market-based reforms into the NHS 

with the aim of increasing efficiency, 

reducing inequities in access to care 

and increasing the responsiveness 

and quality of services.  

the internal market 



lowest price, best service, fastest delivery 



1994 1957 2000 

2008 2010 



patient choice 



 the right to access clear and comparable 

data about organisations that provide care, 

and make informed choices 

 the right to choose the organisation or 

team when referred for your first OPD appt. 

 the right to information when there is a 

legal right to choose 

 the right  to choose a GP practice 

 within that practice, the right to choose a 

particular GP 

 the right to be involved in decisions about 

your care 



where are we now? 

an internal market 

purchaser : provider split 

purchaser = commissioner 

commissioners set price and volume 



Clinical Commissioning Groups 

• 211 of them, set up in Lansley reforms 2012 

• developed from idea of GP fund-holding 

• a general practice MUST be part of a CCG 

• hold 70% of NHS commissioning budget 

• thus they can influence, or limit your choice 



Choosing a  

GP Practice and GP 

local 

reputation 

word of mouth 



referral to a  

secondary provider 

You have the right to choose which 

hospital you're referred to by your GP. 

 

This legal right lets you choose from any 

hospital offering a suitable treatment that 

meets NHS standards and costs. 



This is NHS Choices advice 



“You should think about any treatment that could follow on when your 

GP refers you. For example, if you expect to be prescribed a simple 

course of medication, your choice of hospital may be based largely on 

convenience, such as how far away the hospital is, waiting times and 

parking facilities.  

If you're likely to need an operation, such as a hip replacement, your 

choice will probably be based on other factors. Clinical ratings such as 

infection and mortality rates may be more important, especially if results 

vary significantly between hospitals. You should choose your hospital 

according to what's most important to you.”  



patients were asked by DoH in 2007 about what they 

thought important in choice of hospital 

64 %                 geographical location & ease of access 

17%                  quality of care 

   8%                  quality of staff 

Leatherman, S & Sutherland, K. 2007 

where do they find  

the information they need? 



experien

ce 
safety 

effectivene

ss 

@ProfMJElliott martin.elliott@gosh.nhs.uk  

after Darzi 

efficiency 

Domains of Interest 



it is against this model that we should judge success 



are people  

offered choice? 

Paul F Levy, former Boston Hospital CEO 

in a recent (2015) Populus survey 

 

60% of 2,729 respondents  

had been offered a choice by their GP 



there are risks 

in going to the wrong place 

were parents offered a choice? 

Paul F Levy, former Boston Hospital CEO 

where would they have chosen? 



asymmetry of information 

where would you find it? 



NHS Choices 

 

your health,  

your choices  





Choose & Book to e-Referral 



http://www.nhs.uk/pages/home.aspx 

http://bit.ly/1LppHzy 

experience? 

mortality? 

incontinence? 

impotence? 

length of stay? 

how easy is it? 

http://www.nhs.uk/pages/home.aspx
http://bit.ly/1LppHzy


treatments & 
conditions 

63% 

find & 
compare 

2% 

treatments & conditions live well service directories

common health questions find & compare NHS in England

Search Tools News

Misc

NHS Choices  

Website Traffic 



the colleague of mine 

who needed prostate surgery 



My personal  prostate experience….in a nationalised system… 

 

I chose my first specialist based on reputation…a disaster.   

I chose my second urologist based on urgency (of the 

appointment not the symptom itself)….another complete and 

utter waste of time…. 

In the end I gave in….allowed my primary care MD to refer to 

the group he uses and trusts…..no more choice, just action 

and care. 



http://bit.ly/20VzMAw 

http://bit.ly/1WmUUJj 

http://bit.ly/20VzMAw
http://bit.ly/20VzMAw
http://bit.ly/1WmUUJj


the mother of a patient of mine 

who needed a heart operation 



When *** was diagnosed I’m sure you can imagine how terrible it was. 

As soon as I started researching surgeons I felt less passive and more empowered. 

It was so very, very hard to find out anything of value about 

individual surgeons; no-one medical would express a view, and 

those who expressed a view weren’t medical. 



We were quite short-termist. Because we just wanted him to 

have the op and not die, all we cared about was who the 

surgeon was. When we first met you, I remember you being 

very clear that we should think about ‘the team’ and not just 

you.  

Only afterwards, reliant on the kick-ass intensive 

nurse and ****’s good offices, did we think:  

Oh Yeah. This is a great team, and it’s vital. 





✔︎ × 

your choice 

hospital 1 hospital 2 

£ £ 
capital 

politically  

or socially 

acceptable? would this hospital  

be driven to change? 



Patient Feedback 

http://bit.ly/1oiMDfa 

http://bit.ly/1PWDDXg 

http://bit.ly/1oiMDfa
http://bit.ly/1oiMDfa
http://bit.ly/1PWDDXg
http://bit.ly/1PWDDXg








There are Dangers with Feedback 



a  

doctor 

who  

smiles 
‘patients will drive past a hospital with the best results  

to get to a doctor who smiles’ 

 
David Flum MD 2014 



@ProfMJElliott martin.elliott@gosh.nhs.uk  

AVAILABILITY AFFABILITY ABILITY 

the 3 ‘A’s of private practice 



10 most import aspects of care (for patients) 

1. Doctors know enough about my history and treatment 

2. Doctors answer questions about my illness in a way I can understand 

3. I have confidence in the staff who treat me 

4. The doctors wash their hands between patients 

5. The nurses now about my history and treatment 

6. Before treatment, I get a clear explanation of what will happen 

7. the risks and benefits are explained in a way I can understand 

8. The nurses wash their hands between patients 

9. The rooms and wards are clean 

10. The doctors and nurses are open with me 

7 ≈ communication 

3 ≈ hygiene 



choice of hospitals or 

admission dates  

ranked  

74th and 76th of 80 

Leatherman and Sutherland 2007 



Google Search of  

“what matters to patients” 

Patient Choice,  

Kings’ Fund 2010 



How do you find doctors with 

these characteristics? 

NHS sites? Social Media? 

word of mouth? 

Societies? 



asymmetry of information 

between consumers and providers 

of healthcare 



she’s got the white coat 

& 

the clipboard 

the stethoscope 

& 

the power haircut 



information sources 



how do you get insight? 

the information remains specialist, dense,  

and thus may preserve the power imbalance 

information is easy to misinterpret 



what the hell do they mean? 





‘Doctors have power based on their expert knowledge’ 

Main DJ  BMJ 2013:344 

‘A friend with more knowledge 

would not see this imbalance as 

a power struggle’ 

Perhaps we should encourage 

professionals to talk to their patients 

“as if you were their friend” 



Pamela Wible MD 

http://www.idealmedicalcare.org/blog/the-1-thing-patients-want-from-doctors/  

“Listen up, docs: Patients just want the real you.  

Ya know — YOU.  

The competent and caring you, who really listens with 

compassion.  

The real you that talks like a real person and answers people 

with the honest truth in words they understand.  

The you that treats patients like family.”  



2012 

SHARED decision making  

popular with 76% of patients  

takes time; more than one meeting 

engages patients;  

they are more likely to commit,  

turn up  

and take their meds 

more satisfied with their care 



Too Much Choice 

Choice Overload 

Overchoice 





“just do what you think is best” 

paternalistic? responsive? 



65%  

of 8000  

hospitalised patients in Chicago 

preferred their doctors  

to make the final decisions 

,http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/08/11/letting-doctors-make-the-tough-decisions/?smid=tw-nytimeshealth&seid=auto&_r=0 



doctors increasingly pass the burden of 

decision-making on to the family, 

increasing stress 

“OMG, this happens every day….we are 

training a cadre of physicians who will 

provide options but never make a decision.” 

Professor Peter Laussen, Toronto 



Doctors, Hospitals, 

Outcomes…what else should you 

consider? 

Parker Moss 



Vanessa 



“an A doctor in a B system 

can be very harmful” 



patient choice is more 

complex than it seems 

you can make  

your voice count 



I put my trust in the systems of care, that the journey is coordinated and mapped out….never in the hands of one person…and that there is reflection, communication and questioning.   

 

This approach has never failed me or my family.   

 

But I simply don’t know what “best” means anymore!  

Professor Peter Laussen 



If you are not happy,  

you have the right to,  

and should demand, 

a second opinion 



Thank You 
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